
GLASSES TOUGHER THAN STEEL 
 

 

 

A tough metallic glass. This Pd79Ag3.5P6Si9.5Ge2 glass did not fracture catastrophically even after 

undergoing significant bending. Credit: Maximilien E. Launey 

Glasses are very useful structural materials, because they are strong. You can stand 

on a glass table without it breaking. But once you put too much stress on a glass it 

breaks. Steels on the other hand are much tougher — which means that they show 

a much stronger resistance to fracture: rather than suddenly breaking under stress, 

steels tend to deform first. This toughness of steel is one of the obvious reasons 

why steel skeletons instead of glasses are used for the construction of large 

buildings. 

This conception of glasses not being very tough is now made history by Marios 

Demetriou and colleagues from the California Institute of Technology and The 

University of California, Berkeley.  

http://www.its.caltech.edu/~vitreloy/marios.htm
http://www.its.caltech.edu/~vitreloy/marios.htm


They have discovered a glass that is not only strong, but also tough as steel. It is a 

metallic glass, which means that it dominantly consists of metal atoms. Like other 

metallic glasses it isn’t transparent, but looks like a normal metal  — except that 

unlike crystalline metals its atomic structure is more or less random. The damage 

tolerance of this metallic glass, its combination of strength and toughness, is higher 

than any known material. ―It has been usual to regard metallic glasses as damage 

sensitive, but over recent years it has become increasingly recognised that they can 

be tough. This new paper marks a further decisive shift in showing that metallic 

glasses can be very tough indeed,‖ saysLindsay Greer from Cambridge University, 

who studies the properties of metallic glasses. 

This discovery of the most damage resistant material known so far is all the more 

remarkable as strength and toughness are often considered as mutually exclusive. It 

seems even more surprising to find such a property in a glass. One of the problems 

in developing metallic glasses with superior properties is to find combinations of 

elements that actually form a glass and whose atoms do not crystallize into regular 

metal alloys. Avoiding crystallization can be quite difficult and finding the right 

combination of metals that form a glass is often based on trial and error. 

The metallic glass that Demetriou and colleagues have discovered has the formula 

Pd79Ag3.5P6Si9.5Ge2. Guided by a few principles, its discovery was to some degree 

serendipitous, and started with a palladium-based glass containing small portions 

http://www.msm.cam.ac.uk/department/profiles/greer.php


of phosphorus, silicon and germanium. This glass turned out to be rather tough 

already, which spurred further research. The researchers eventually added silver, 

which considerably enhanced the toughness to its present record-breaking value. 

―The toughness was recognized to be indeed remarkable when heavy-duty cutting 

jaws were seen to fully sink into bulk samples by plastically deforming the glass 

without breaking it using very high force,‖ recounts Demetriou. The glass 

deformed, but didn’t break. 

With such great properties, what can we expect from this glass? Certainly, we 

won’t see steel being replaced by metallic glasses soon. ―Applications must be 

very limited by the high price of the main noble-metal constituent,‖ comments 

Greer on the large amount of palladium in the glass.  Furthermore, while the glass 

is tough to bend, its weakness appears when it is pulled from both ends. Then it 

doesn’t stretch as steel does to some degree, but like pretty much all other metallic 

glasses it breaks easily. 

Still, owing to their high strength metallic glasses have found a number of 

interesting applications, for example as coatings. The toughness of this new 

metallic glass will make them even more attractive for that. Metallic glasses can 

also be quite corrosion resistant. Combined with their strength – and now also 

toughness – this makes them ideal candidates for bioimplants such as hip 

replacements. Demetriou sees another potential application: ―Many noble-metal 



alloys, including palladium, are currently used in dentistry due to their chemical 

inertness and resistance to oxidation, tarnish and corrosion.  Owing to its superior 

damage-tolerance capacity, the present palladium alloy can be thought of as a 

superior alternative to conventional palladium dental alloys.  […] The absence of 

any elements considered toxic or allergenic from the composition of the present 

glass will likely promote good biological compatibility.‖ 

It is 50 years since metallic glasses have been discovered, and it is amazing how 

problems such as fabrication issues or low toughness have been overcome over the 

years. Most of you probably have never held a metallic glass in your hands. But 

with advances like that, metallic glasses may soon become much more widespread. 
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